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We prove that for f oE= C(G) or LP(G), 1 <p< co, where G is any compact 
connected Lie group, and for n > 1, there is a trigonometric polynomial I, on G of 
degree <n so that 1) f - t,ll B < C,o,(n -I, f). Here w,(t, f) denotes the rth modulus 
of continuity off: Using this and sharp estimates of the Lebesgue constants recently 
obtained by Giulini and Travaglini, we obtain “best possible” criteria for the norm 
convergence of the Fourier series off: 0 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. 1N~RoDucTroN 
Let E be a Banach space of periodic functions on R, let f~ E, and let 
n 2 1 be an integer. A basic problem in approximation theory is to estimate 
the quantity 
the inlimum being taken over all trigonometric polynomials t of degree at 
most n. Jackson’s Theorem is the fundamental “direct theorem” here; it 
asserts that if the rth derivative f”’ exists in E (in the appropriate sense) 
and if E is suitable, then g,,(f) < C,n-‘o,(n-‘, f”‘)=o(n-‘) (see [S]). 
More precise versions of Jackson’s Theorem provide estimates 
g”(f) < C,o,(n-‘, f) for any f~ E, where o,(t, f) is the rth modulus of 
continuity off: 
Jackson’s Theorem extends in a straightforward way to periodic 
functions of k variables (i.e., functions on the group Tk) and it is natural to 
ask whether it also applies to functions on nonabelian groups. In this 
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THEOREM. Let G#t(l} b e any compact connected Lie group. Let E 
denote one of the spaces C(G) or LP(G), 1 <p< co, and let r> 1 be an 
integer. Then there is a constant C, and for each integer n > 1 there is a 
central trigonometric polynomial K, of degree <n such that 
for each f E E. 
Johnen [6 3 proved this theorem in the special case r = 2, but our method 
is quite different from his. The kernels K,, are related to the $,, of [3], but 
even more to those used in [8,9] in proving the Tk case. 
As an application of our theorem, we use the sharp estimates for the 
Lebesgue constants recently obtained by Giulini and Travaglini [4] to give 
“best possible” criteria for the norm convergence of Fourier series of 
functions on G. 
2. NOTATION 
We shall basically adopt the notation of [l], but see also [5] for some 
terminology. 
Let G be a compact connected Lie group, let T be a fixed maximal torus 
in G and let g and t (cg) denote their respective Lie algebras. We choose 
an inner product ( , ) on g which is invariant under the adjoint action of 
G on g. This provides inner products on t and its dual t* which are 
invariant under the action of the Weyl group W= N( T)/T. Let 
Z= {HEt:expH=l} be the integral lattice and let I*= {yEt*:y(H)eZ 
for all HE Z} be the lattice of integral forms. For r 2 0, a trigonometric 
polynomial on T of degree <r is a linear combination of the characters 
8,:exp H++e 2niy(H) of T where y E I* and llyll < r. Here )I (1 is the norm on 
t* induced by ( , ). Note that the degree of a trigonometric polynomial 
need not be an integer. 
Let R c Z* be the set of real roots of G. The characters f?,, c1 E R, are the 
nontrivial weights of the adjoint representation Ad of G on the com- 
plexification g, of g. Let {a,, . . . . u,} be a basis for R and let Kc t* be the 
corresponding Weyl chamber and R, the corresponding set of positive 
roots. The dual object G of G may be identified with Rn Z* (see 
[l, p. 2421). If y ERR I*, let Y?(G) denote the space of trigonometric 
polynomials corresponding to y [S, p. 51. A trigonometric polynomial 
which is central (i.e., a class function) is a linear combination of the charac- 
ters x7 associated to y E R n I*. For r 2 0, a trigonometric polynomial on G 
of degree < r is a linear combination of functions in FY( G) for JJ y JJ < r. 
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The above definitions of degree depend of course on the choice of ( , ). 
When G is semisimple, we may choose ( , ) to be -$, where $ is the 
Killing form [ 1, p. 2141. When G is also simply connected, functionals 
2 1 > .. . . l,~t* satisfying 2(,lj, a,)/(a,, ak) =Sj,, forj, k= 1, . . . . 1, are integral 
forms, and RnZ*={n,l,+ ... +n,l,:O<n,,...,n,~Z} ([I, p.2551). 
Let feE, where E= C(G) or LP(G), 16 p < co. For any integer r> 1 
and for t>O, let 
~,(C f) =SuP{I14,px fll.:X~gand 11X/I <t) 
be the rth modulus of continuity off: Here 
(dLf)(x)= i (-1)‘~‘C)f(h-jx) 
j=O 
for x, h E G. We note that ~,(t, f) = sup{ jlA;lf/l E: h E G and d(1, h) Q t}, 
where d is the geodesic distance on G induced by ( , ) on g (see [7, 
Eq. (1.1.7)]). We need here only the inequality o,(At, f) < (1 + 1)’ ~,(t, f), 
valid for A>0 ([7, Eq. (l.l.lO)]). 
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
We first need two straightforward lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. The restriction map $F+ qAlr is a degree-preserving 
isomorphism of the space of central trigonometric polynomials on G onto the 
space of trigonometric polynomials on T invariant under the action of the 
Weyl group. 
Proof: In view of Cl, Corollary IV(2.7) and Proposition VI(2.1)], we 
need only check that deg 4, T = deg 4. Let 0 # 4 = C, E Rn I. a, xr be a central 
trigonometric polynomial on G of degree r. Then r = max{ J/y JI : a, # 0). By 
[ 1, Proposition VI(2.6)], bIT can be expressed in terms of symmetric sums 
S(Y 13 
i(exp W = 1 ay S(YW) + C ny,jS(4,jNff) y (2) 
Y 1 J 1 
where l,j E Rn I* and & < y for each y, j. By Cl, Proposition VI(2.4ii)], 
Illy,Jl < llvjl d r for each j if aY # 0. If we pick y0 E Rn I* such that ayO # 0 
and J(yoJJ = r and y. is maximal with respect to the partial order 6, then 
the term a,,S(yo)(H) will appear in (2) (i.e., will not be cancelled by any 
term S(A,,,j)). Thus deg d,== r. 
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LEMMA 2. Let s> 1 be an integer. Then, writing .4(H) for A(g)(H), 
where e=tCatR+ a [ 1, Chap. VI, Sect. 11, we haoe 
14W4H)12 = vb(ev H), for HEt, 
for a central trigonometric polynomial $, on G of degree 2(s- 1) Ilell. 
Proof. By [l, Eq. VI(lS)], we have 
A(H) = e2ni~W) n (1 -e-27ww) 
CiGR, 
and so 
=~R(~~~e,(t)k), for t=expH 
= +,(t), say. 
Now tis is a trigonometric polynomial on T which is invariant under the 
action of the Weyl group, since A(H) is alternating. Clearly II/, is a linear 
combination of 8,‘s with y of the form CarcR+ n,a and In,( ds- 1. So 
IA(sH)/A(H)I’ is a linear combination of symmetric sums S(y) with 
yeRnZ* and y<2(s-1)~. Thus $, has degree 2(s-1) llell by [l, 
Prop. VI(2.4ii)]. 
Proof of the Theorem. 
For some k > 1 there is a diffeomorphism h : exp HI+ (eZniylCH), . . . .
ezniyk(“)) of T onto Tk. This induces a linear isomorphism h,: t + Rk, 
namely HH (y,(H), . . . . y,(H)). Let Q= h;‘((-4, +I”), so that exple: 
Q + T is a bijection. Since t z Rk, we can define the Schwartz space Y(t) of 
smooth functions on t all of whose derivatives tend to zero rapidly at 
infinity (see, e.g., [ 10, Sect. 1.31). Let m denote Lebesgue measure on t, 
normalized so that 1, e-‘liHr2 dH = 1, where we write dH instead of dm(H). 
Let II/ be a smooth function on t such that I(/(H) = 0 if 11 HII 2 c, where 
c=min(IIwQ--@iI: WE W, w#l} (=min(Ilall:aER}), and such that 
$(O)=m(Q). Replacing I,G by $#, where IL”(H)=(WJ-‘C,,,~(wH), 
suppose that II/ is 
;;H)&H’) 
W-invariant. Define 4: t -+ C by 
e2ni<N*H’> dH’. Then I$ has the following properties: 
(i) 4 E Y(t); 
(ii) 4 is W-invariant; 
(iii) J(H) = 0 if J(HJ( > c; and 
(iv) jt I A(H)I2 4(H) dH= I WI m(Q), 
640/55/3-s 
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where J(H) = It q5(H’) e-‘lriCKH’) dZZ is the Fourier transform of 4. The 
first three properties clearly hold, since q5 (because of the normalization of 
m) is the inverse Fourier transform of $, and W acts orthogonally on t. 
Also A(H) = C,,,, w det(w) eZniQCwH) and so 
IA(H = 1 W( + c det(ww’) e2”i(We-w’e)(H) 
w,w’. W,W#W 
where Fc Z* (Cl, p. 2071) is finite, with a, = ( WI and IjyJ( = /Iwe - ~‘~11 2 c 
for some w, w’ E W with w # w’ if 0 # y E F. Thus j, IA( 4(H) dH= 
c ,.Fuy(C/(-~)=ao$(0)= I Wlm(Q) (identifying t and t*). 
We now use the Poisson summation formula to construct for each 
integer s b 1 a central trigonometric polynomial $$ on G of degree -C CS. Let 
4,(H) = sk c d(.W + H’)). 
H’EI 
Since 4 E Y(t), this defines a smooth W-invariant function 4, on t such that 
b,(H + H’) = d,(H) for H’ E I. This corresponds to a W-invariant function 
qs on T. For y E I*, we have 
(i&)-(%J = s, k(t) 40) dt 
=skm(Q)-’ j &fZ) ecZniy(“) dH 
f 
= m(Q) -‘&/d 
= 0, if Ilyll 2 a. 
Thus FS is a W-invariant trigonometric polynomial of degree < CS. Now use 
Lemma 1. 
For an integer n 3 2(2 ll~ll + c) r!, let m be the integer part of 
n/2(2 llell + c)r!, and let n’ = r!(m + 1). Define 
K, = i (- l)‘-’ : $“;ljJ,;ij. 
j=l G> 
By Lemma 2 and the above steps, K,, is a central trigonometric polynomial 
on G of degree at most 
2(n’-1) ll@ll +n’cc(2 ll@ll +c)(m+ l)r!<n. 
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By the Weyl integral formula (with q as in [l, Lemma VI(1.8)]), 
(Kl *f)(Y) 
= K,(x)f(x-‘y) dx 
= C s IA(H K,(exp H) J(H) dH Q 
=c k (-l)j-1 
j=l 
= C i (- l)‘-’ : j IA(n’H/j)12(n’/j)“ b(n’Hlj) J(H) dH, 
j=l d) f 
where C= (m(Q) I @‘I 1-l and J(H) = IG S(g exp( - H) g-‘y) dg. Changing 
variables, this equals 
x f(g exp( -jJ+‘) g- ‘v) dg 
X 
I 
f)(y) dg dH. 
G 
KpWWf,d~ I 
Thus, by Minkowski’s inequality, 
Ilf-K”*fllE 
G C j lWOl* M(H)1 I i 
jG I14xp~~ci~g~t,,n~~ fllE &} dH
G C I lNH)l* I&WI ~r(IlW/~‘, f) dH , 
G C,w(lh f), 
as IIAdk)W’ll = IIWl~’ G W llell+ c) IIfW, where 
C,= C 1 14H)12 IQ(WI (I+ 20 llell + c) IIHII)’ dH. f 
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Remark. If we modify the definition of o,(t, f) by writing xhj instead of 
h -jx in (1 ), the theorem is still valid because K,, * f = f * K,. 
4. CONVERGENCE OF FOURIER SERIES 
In this section G denotes a semisimple compact connected Lie group and 
E= C(G) or L’(G). For feE and n >, 1, ~,f=‘&~~~d~~~, * f is called the 
nth spherical [resp. polyhedral] partial sum of the Fourier series 
J$,cRnI.dy~y*f of f if Cn={y~RnI*: IJ~+~ll<rzn) [resp. C,= 
{y E Rn I* : y d no}, where w E K n I* is fixed]. Giulini and Travaglini [4] 
have recently obtained sharp estimates of the so-called Lebesgue constants 
SUP{ lI%lfllE: llfl E~~l=llCyEC”~yXylll in both these cases. In the case of 
spherical partial sums, they showed that 
C,n(d- ‘v2 < 
holds for d = dim G and for suitable constants ci, c2 > 0, while for 
polyhedral sums similar inequalities hold, but with (d- 1)/2 replaced by 
1 R + I. We can now state a refinement of the Proposition in [4]. 
PROPOSITION. Let G be a semisimple compact connected Lie group and 
let E= C(G) or L’(G). 
(a) If f E E and co,(t, f)=o(t’dp1)‘2) as t +O for some integer 
r 3 (d - 1)/2, then the spherical partial sums s, f converge to f in E. 
(b) There exists FEE such that co,(t, F) = O(t(d-1”2) as t -+ 0 but for 
which s, F does not converge to F in E. In fact, if 0 <s < (d - 1)/2 is an 
integer, we may choose FEE’“’ with co-,(t, F’“‘)= O(t(d-‘)‘2~s) for all 
r> (d- 1)/2. 
The corresponding result holds for polyhedral partial sums with (d - 1)/2 
replaced by I R + I throughout. 
Proof: The proof is a simple modification of the proof of Theorem B in 
[2], and is therefore omitted. 
Remark. The restriction r 2 (d- 1)/2 on r in the Proposition is 
necessary because o,( t, f) = o( t’) as t + 0 implies that f is constant. In fact, 
ifM=sup{d(l,h):hEG) and ifO<t<M, then (for E=C(G)), 
This proves the assertion when r = 1. For general r, apply inequality (3.4) 
in [6]. 
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